
As always, we are continuing to work closely with OpenReach and the consortium to provide fibre 

broadband to the whole of Newcastle Great Park. There have been updates across all of the remaining 

cabinets which I will detail below: 

 

Cabinet 21 – Cell C (Elmwood Park) 

 

As you may have noticed, today there are lots of OpenReach vans on Elmwood as they are now about to 

start laying the cables through the streets! I know it is very tempting, however please try not to keep 

interrupting them to ask when they will be finished etc, as that will only stop them working - if they crack 

on, there is a very good chance some of you may have upgraded by Christmas. 

 

No one will be able to order until the whole area is commissioned, so no need to ask them to do your house 

first.  

 

The end is in sight! 

 

How do I upgrade and who with? 

There is quite a limited choice for who you can upgrade with as not all suppliers have signed up to resell 

OpenReach’s FTTP lines yet. BT has been the obvious choice due to price for a long time, but I have 

managed to get Zen to agree a huge drop in order to give you more of a choice now! Please see the table 

below for some facts about BT / Zen: 

 

 

Fact BT Zen 

Satisfaction rating* 3 / 5 4.3 / 5 

Customer Service rating* 3 / 5 4.4 / 5 

Speed rating* 2.7 / 5 3.9 / 5 

Reliability rating* 2.9 / 5 4.2 / 5 

Cost for ~150Mbps (£)** 39.99/month 42/month 

Cost for ~300Mbps (£)** 49.99/month 50.40/month 

Set-up fee (f)** 10 55 

Overall Cost for 18 months – 

150Mbps / 300Mbps (£)** 

~730 / ~910 ~810 / ~960 

Line Rental** Included Not Included (Not Required) 

Other £120 BT Reward Card Free Static IP / Superior Router 

(better for larger houses) 

How to sign up Website: bt.com  Sean to create order for you**** 

*ratings based on information from broadband.co.uk 

**information accurate as of 12th November 2019 

***the link gives you cheaper than the website’s standard offer 

****no commission earned on any order for either supplier 


